
The Smart Viewer
Respondents1 in the UAE are 
watching video for more than 
just entertainment.

To be entertained/inspired

To relax/escape

To pursue a hobby

To learn something new

To connect with people

Motivations for watching online video:

Music
73%

Games
58%

Camera
73%

Alarm
69%

News
40%

Weather
26%

The Consumer
Barometer
The Consumer Barometer, Google’s global interactive tool
helps uncover insights into today’s connected consumer.

Insights from the UAE

www.consumerbarometer.com

Smartphones are integral 
to people's lives 

55%

44%

29%

28%

27%

The UAE is switching
to online shopping

The Smart Shopper

Plus, people love to use the internet, 
particularly the young. Among the respondents in the UAE:

The Multiscreen World
The UAE has more connected
devices than ever
Number of connected devices people use

I use the internet for personal usage

19% 17% 28% 18%

38% 34% 10%
researched 
online 
before 
their last 
purchase

researched 
online and 
offline

made
their last 
purchase 
online

Purchasing 
online

of respondents in the UAE made their 
last purchase of hotel stays online, 
and are increasingly starting to buy 
products like home appliances too.2

35%
Flights

for leisure
Hotels

for leisure ApparelTV setsCinema
tickets

Large home
appliances

Car
insurance

I made my last purchase in this category online

34%35% 2%11%12% 11% 3%
Over

16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

93% 90% 88% 79% 88%
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About
The Consumer Barometer is a free, online global consumer insights tool developed by Google, in partnership with TNS Infratest. It covers 45 countries globally 
and will be available in over 39 languages. 

All data is from Google Consumer Barometer, 2014. Visit www.consumerbarometer.com

Consumers in the UAE have evolved. Have you?

24% of people in the 
UAE encounter 
difficulties on their 
smartphone when 
visiting websites.

46% of people in the 
UAE use the internet 
for early inspiration 
and 43% to compare 
products.

Does your 
website work 
across all 
devices?

Are you helping 
people throughout 
the purchase 
journey?

Are you 
advertising on 
every screen?

Discover more insights and build your own charts at
www.consumerbarometer.com

56% of respondents 
found out about the 
product they last 
purchased when 
researching on a 
computer, 53% on a 
smartphone and 7% 
on a tablet.

Sharing experiences2Shopping with smartphones
For respondents in the UAE, smartphones are 
becoming a vital part of online research and purchase

After shopping, 15% discussed their 
purchase on social media.

1 Base: Internet users who watched online video in the past week
2 The Consumer Barometer study surveyed internet users and their last purchase decisions across 10 categories: apparel, make up, 

cinema tickets, groceries, mobile phones, TV sets, large home appliances, hotels for leisure and flights for leisure. Respondents 
refers to those surveyed across these categories.

3 Internet users took action after purchasing online

I used a smartphone to research my last purchase
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